Listing of items that have been removed from the Auction Sale according to the Secured Party that the Auction is being conducted for.
We apologize for any inconvenience.
Lincoln welder and accessories
Rockwell Joiner
Dewalt planer
Shopsmith Band saw
Magnetic broom
Blue rhino propane tank
Dewalt table saw
Dayton propane heater
Ryobi belt sander
Porter cable compressor and 100' hose
Craftsman Radial arm saw and table
Ingersol rand electric impact and sockets
Milwaukee 10" circular saw
Craftsman mitre saw
Bostich air framing and trim gun
Kreg jig and accessories
Dewalt sawzall
Skill router and accessories
Dewalt palm sander
Gorilla aluminum ladder
Powermate air stapler
Craftsman multi tool
Hand tile cutter and accessories
Dovetail jig and bits
Northstar Generator
Antique johson moving bar
1 set folding sawhorses
Milwaukee belt sander and accessories
Brown Job Box
Yellow Perry scaffolding
Antique leg vise
1 Echo gas Blower
Zoo Traffic sign
3 vintage bikes
1 bmx bike
All fishing poles and accessories

All vintage toys/games/tools
All vintage furniture/stools/tables
All vintage doors/windows/hardware
All vintage barnwood and trim
All vintage glass ware/bottles/cans
Vintage goose/duck decoys
Cider press and accessories
All vintage license plates and iron
Pool table light and beer sign
All vintage plates/pots/pans
All vintage mirrors/photos/paintings
Teak outdoor tables (4)
4' crowbar
3' bolt cutters
5' maple butcher block
6" pine crown molding approx.. 200'
Vintage green card table and chairs
Vintage ford tailgates (2)
Vintage jeep tailgate (1)
Sliding wood plank scaffold
Iron chandelier
Lead melting pot
Entire contents of brown tent and storage bins, including but not
limited to clothes, furniture, dvds, vhs tapes, electronics, tools,
holiday decorations
3 vintage workbenches
2 vintage parts bins
Vinyl fencing
Vintage slate and tiles
Charcoal grille
Vintage cast sink legs
Natuzzi Leather Furniture (presently at 503 Rochelle Avenue)
This is a partial list done mostly from memory and a quick visual
search.

